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Abstract: According to the developments in the businesses, organizations are dependent to information
technology more than ever. Such dependency is followed by its own information security risk. On the other
hand, the dependency of such organizations with information is also followed with the increase in information
exchanges and electronic interactions. Specialists in information security governance have provided many
suggestions regarding to the benefits of wide advantages of cooperation and participation among federated
organizations in the field of information technology. In the other word, nowadays, according to the attention
to the increasing information and knowledge exchange between organizations and inter connection of
information systems, the single traditional approach regarding to the information security is not efficient.
Because of the sensitivity of information security, collaboration among organizations needs a sustainable trust
and mutual cooperation. This collaboration requires a change and fitness of many organizational dimensions
such as culture and policy. This article tries to provide a conceptual framework for information security
management in such convergent environment among federated and related organizations. 
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INTRODUCTION preventing practices. In Britain, it was declared that the

In the recent decade, a vast progress has been increasing (74% in 2004 Vs 44% in 2000) [4]. In such
considered among organizations and one of the most period, it was reported that such incidents have been
important of them is the increasing importance of doubled annually in United States [5].
information and communication technology. Nowadays, It is predicted that the information security threats
information work as blood in the organizations and its are being vaster, more vague and complex. Even in spite
interruption and vulnerability may be caused the of processes, methods and technologies, there are many
organizations failure [1]. In the other word, organizations evidences that the companies are not aware of such
have been dependent on informatics systems more than threats and make no steps for information protection [6].
ever [2]. Also internet and huge memories for information For example, according to the reports, at least half of the
storage have increased such dependency. These events British companies involve with a serious information
have followed with unpleasant consequences that the security problem annually. Along with the fast growth of
most important of them is related to the information e-commerce, public and private organizations have
vulnerability and cyber crimes which suggest the gradually noticed such problems and the importance of
necessity of information protection more than ever [3]. information security in such connected and multi aspect
Unfortunately, based on the different evidences, we are environment has increased. At the present time,
not in perfect situation because of our weak attention in organizations are responsible for their employees and
this field and with investigating the future scope, there is customers privacy in order to attracting their trust [7]. In
no ideal horizon. In spite of these attempts, the trend of addition, internet has been become a potential market for
information security incidents is faster than the business in recent years, but such increase of relationship

rate of the information security incidents is continuously
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among organizations and people through internet has New processes and concepts have been created for
increased the threats such as fraud, sabotage and information security when the traditional
vandalism of information and theft of information management can not deal with them [10]. 
proprietary [8]. It is evident that the traditional treatment
of organizations is not sufficient for dealing with security Information systems are evolving from static,
risks and organizations should make coalition with their geographically confined and isolated “information
partners to deal with such threats. islands” to dynamically formed, geographically dispersed

In this article we are trying to expand the concept of “information spaces” that are fully interconnected; such
business convergence and connect it with the field of “information spaces” are usually referred to as virtual
information security management. At first, a description organizations (VOs) [11]. The Grid infrastructure is a major
of federated business situation is provided and the step towards achieving coordinated resource sharing and
concept of convergence is discussed .Then we study the problem solving within and among organizations with
convergence of inter organizational information security undefined border which many activities in it is being
by providing a suitable framework. performed by people in outside physical environment,

planning and performing separated security programs is
The Problems of Traditional Information Security not wise [12-13].
Management in Today’s Business: As discussed, along Business coalitions and federations are among the
with the continuing progress of information technology, most common business model which are provided for
information  interchange and e-commerce, companies achieving the environmental opportunities and benefiting
have been dependent more severely with information from mutual capabilities. In fact, when a group of
systems and networks regarding to their daily business independent businesses are joined for common goal such
operation. Such dependency has provided the necessity as successful implementing of e-commerce, collaboration
of security management of such systems [9]. In the on research projects or using economics scale of shared
primary years, the security administration style of infrastructure, they make a federation. We should
information  technology  was in traditional and single consider that these organizations are responsible for
form. The reason for this was the lack of connection of obeying security standards, risk decrease and its optimum
information systems among organizations and so, management. One of the significant issues in these
planning and implementing of single programs for organizations is to assure that the stakeholders pay their
information  security.  But  because of the later progress shares in relation with the lack of any breaches in inter-
in  this  field, the recent businesses are transformed into organizational security chain and by following the
an interconnected grid. Because of the usage of global security standards. In addition, each of these
networks such as internet and global stakeholders organizations is influenced by human resources and
presence (e. g. customers, business stakeholders and management of other organizations and their management
personnel around the world, etc.), information technology performance brings the interdependency for each other
managers should consider all interested groups in the [14]. In this reason, in the information risk mitigation
related issues, especially information security. In other models of organizations, improving the key stakeholder’s
word, the traditional information security management imagination of the current risks and providing multi
who does not consider information sharing and inter- dimensional trust regarding the information security
organizational collaboration is not suitable for modern consideration is one of the most fundamental information
businesses because of the following reasons: security management practices [10-15]. 

The traditional concepts of security management do each organization has its own standards and policies
not support the shared team work by the multiple which may be enough for interaction with their partner
partners. business environment, without direct access. But the
The rate of required cooperation in the modern problem appears when such stakeholders are connected
companies has increased and the major parts of together. If two organizations are connected together
practices are being outsourced. (such as access to their information), an organization’s
The culture of knowledge management in such users are allowed to access the other organizations
companies is based on the trust, which needs basic information according to the special identification system.
changes in the obsolescent security solutions. In this way, both companies may consider as the same in

In the environment that such federations formed,
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many fields [14]. This situation needs to a common Nowadays, most modern security discussion is about
directing and managing of these federation’s members in federated security which is emphasized on the ability to
the information security. In other word, the increase of create trust for identification management delegation [14].
interchanging concerns and interactions brings the In traditional networks and infrastructure, only an
mangers of organizations to come closer together. instrument or a group of central instrument was

Along with the expansion of distributed environment responsible for technical security which included a lot of
in organizational communications, some risks are created deficiency as detailed before. For example, the "public
related  to  information  security  which is derived from key" infrastructure which performs a method of identity
non  secure  operation  systems  and  applications,  lack recognition  has  a  paradox  with trust based authority
of  the  required  security controls, especially regarding [18-19]. Many studies have been performed on the
the network and interchange with environment of policies that an organization should makes about the
organization, lack of knowledge about the security bilateral trust and take to account it as a evaluation criteria
disclosure and lack of a comprehensive security [20]. In the next part, the security convergence will be
management  policy  of these systems [16]. Newer forms discussed.
of organizational structure which are suitable for these
environments will increase the complexity of information The Importance of Security Convergence and the
security management. For example, virtual organizations Necessity of Collaboration among Organizations: During
which cooperating with their stakeholders through the recent years, there was not a negative attitude
network  and  internet  and  offer integrated services use regarding the information security, also organizations
a complex and dynamic structure which lead to many have been trying to gain competitive advantage from
security challenges. The challenges about the integration managing of their organization security. In the past era,
of  resources and knowledge among various stakeholders the security of each member of business grid was
get more importance [14]. Also, outsourcing of services or managed in each organization and each one had their own
the infrastructures of information technology of separated responsibility and commitment. In addition, the
organizations provide the situation that the information responsibility of independent security systems such as
security officer has the responsibility for balancing the intrusion detection systems (IDS) [21], firewall [22] and
security performance level of such networks with the VPN systems [23] against different cyber attacks, were
standards and selected organizational rules. accompanied with the limitation of detection and

In the field of using distributed systems, trust and toleration [24], because security attacks were usually
security about systems is the major concerns for decentralize, hidden, automatic, complex, intelligent and
managers. In spite of these, the lack of any guide or cooperative. But organizations came to this conclusion
standard for interaction in these environments is one of that the individual defense against future intelligent
the most vital problems in trust and security management attacks is difficult and impossible [24-25]. Thus, the
and designing a framework for secure transactions in such defending actions performed in cooperative manner are
environments is on of the basic organizational needs. In effective [26] that is important especially among the
fact, with the increasing importance of the trust and security systems which using “preparation, detection and
security derived form the increased communication response” integrated chains. Recent systems of
through systems that are different in the geographical integrated  security  include  much  weakness such as
location and ownership, the traditional security over   burdening   that   leading   to   mass   operation  in
mechanisms (or hard security) such as access control and the  system,  impossibility  of  predicting unknown
authentication are not sufficient for protecting the attacks, passive policy of security management,
resources by limiting unauthorized users in a distributed heterogeneous among different security products and
environment [17]. Such hard security should be managed difficult dynamic application of security systems [27]. As
by the soft security principles such as accreditation and a result of such weaknesses, the subject of security
trust, but unfortunately there hasn’t been much study in convergence related to the information security
this field [18]. Now, it is time that, decision making, management  has  been  proposed. Here we will
planning and establishment of security practices for risk investigate the term "convergence" generally in business
mitigation, be performed as cooperative and trustfulness and then, its contribution in information security will be
collaboration among federated organizations. explained.
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Business convergence is defined as integrating is undoubtedly accepted that security is necessary for
business with organization's customers and business development of virtual organizations and a
partners in order to provide the value networks which are comprehensive plan should be considered for managing
focused on the core competencies and outsourcing of its distributed and different environment [34]. 
subsidiary components of business. Business On the other hand, the alignment of the organization
convergence means to federate the business functions policy with other policy of grid members interacting with
which lead to foundation of performing value added it is an important and difficult challenge. Analyzing the
services for customers and businesses and this finally security architecture and policies of other organizations
increases the profit in a competitive and interaction market and cohering organization policy with them, is a very
[28]. As it is stated above, the forms of this convergence difficult and even irrational affair according to their
may be various, for example among telecommunication, multiplicity, lack of information, unknown nature and lack
information technology, content and services. This must of motivation for cooperation among them [35]. As a
create infrastructure for business and customers [29]. result, information security officers of organizations

At present, this question arises that "what features ignore the security convergence or are satisfied with a
does a convergent organization have?" In fact, such very low level. In parallel with the occurred revolution in
features are different for each organization and we can the field of technology, the security of grid members
assume them as a function of the size, industries law, needs a more severe efficient and flexible security
responsibility, technical complexity, culture, risk tolerance mechanism which arranging a framework for security
and dependency level to logical and physical assets. But convergence is assumed as a suitable response to it [36].
in each form, some common features of such organization Security challenges which provide the situation for
are as alignment with business, integration of risk working in inter-connected networks are divided into
management, consultancy with the other specialists and three groups. The first group is integration of
being proactive [30]. implemented security architectures and models in different

In should be mentioned that such business environments. Synchronization of security practice with
convergence is a factor for importance of information separated protocols, strategies and identity levels is
security. Today, technology has satisfied organizations another problem. The final group is to create trust among
and their stakeholder's demands to information and participants in a network system [37]. It is obvious that
business services and this caused that organizations can effective security management in such conditions is a
shares its information with the stakeholders in order to very difficult issue. Security officers should pay attention
gain convergence advantages [31]. In this reason, the to dynamic environment in which, each member has
needs for storage, processing and transfer of information preserved his/her partial autonomy and should provide
will increase [32]. This is clear that as a result of this common goals among them [13]. But the major challenge
transformation, the importance of security and protection appears when manager is encountered with human
of such valuable information will be increased and this resources who do not have enough security knowledge
matter forms only with information and knowledge and there is no possibility to train them [38]. These human
sharing, collaboration and coordination among resources may include personnel in the organization,
organizations. Due to such events,  preventing  the those who do their tasks in the tele-working environment
attacks should be convergent with information sharing, or other organization personnel. However, the
integration,   cooperation   and   inter   organizational organization  is  responsible  for  its  concerned
collaboration. This is only achievable when trust and customers and difficulty of information. Security
common beliefs is provided among these organizations governance, do not decrease the organizational
[33]. But, regarding to the changing, dynamic and responsibility. As a result, the organization is supposed
intermittent environment of business, achieving such to provide trust based communication (along with
trust will be very difficult practically. Moreover, considering security risks) with the other stakeholders
organizational borders have been disappearing and may and to perform the convergent information security
not exist any more. The significant evidence of such management system through their cooperation. In
situation is virtual organizations whose employees are following  parts,  designing  of  a  conceptual  framework
present in different geographic location and even may use for   information   security  management  which is
different informational infrastructure and networks, in a suitable for interactions with such stakeholders will be
form that, each one is assumed as single organization. It discussed.
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The Related Dimensions with the Information Security Identification of the Laws and Standards of Common
Management Convergence: In this part, the related Environment: Standards and laws show the compliances
dimensions of information security management of organizational secure performance. These two subjects
convergence  are investigated. These include trust which are prepared by governmental and international
making, agreement regarding to infrastructure and organizations show the minimum level of the
required information for sharing, common policy making organizational security practice acceptance. The problem
and membership rules in convergent grid, agreement arises in the field of information security is that this laws
regarding to required organizational culture and human are generally new and imperfect and also they haven't any
resources, agreement regarding technical implementation enough protective power. In addition, they should be
and identifying common environmental rules and fitted for each part of business. By the presence of a
standards. Based on such dimension, a frame work has comprehensiveness of such laws with a strong supports
been provided for the convergence of information for their execution, legal necessities may provide strong
security management. basis for the formation of security interaction and inter

Trust Making: In each human interaction, trust is a key obligation to be followed (dissimilar to laws), but the most
element. Trust is assumed as a gate for the entrance to important point is that, the current security follows the
convergence subject and according to the partial international standards of information security [39],
autonomy of stakeholders toward each other, if there isn’t Because firstly based on the numerous international
any trust bilaterally, we should not expect their seriously interaction in recent world, we can not act in island form
entrance into the risky field of information security. Trust and secondly, there are many accredited and intensive
causes a strong and long term business relationship [22]. organizations in the world which achieving a license from
In fact, an organization is searching for higher advantages them, will provide trust and confidence for other
through sharing the infrastructures, information resources stakeholders, especially customers. The most accredited
and its other valuable assets that will be caused to failure ones are ISO 1779, ISO 27000 series, NIST and common
in lack of trust. Increase of electronic financial interchange criteria (in different security fields). On the other hand, the
is one of the most important situations which show the common standards are not perfect. Many of these
necessity of trust making among organizations and the standards, laws and documents are code of practice
collaborators having such interchange, should carefully showing daily activities, that organizations should
assess each others intentions and ability and then decide perform for protection its information resource [3].
to participate in the business [7]. Unfortunately, in spite of severe need for standard in the

Many studies about trust making have been field of information security, there is no pervasive
performed in relation with the information security international standards and global standards are mainly
management. For  example, a research has been planned just those expanded national or regional ones [39].
for providing trust in a distributed environment based on Basically, for providing a security standard for an
technical solutions [18]. For trust making, monitoring and organization singularly, different items should be
legal mechanism are defined and confidential information considered including physical security standards,
should be defined and encrypted. But it seems that the information classification, access control and
major factors for trust attraction of federated organization authentication, incident management, risk and
is not only technical mechanism, but also is the vulnerability management, permanent or periodic change
perception of each other based on the previous management [14], managerial standards, information
relationship. Organizations should investigate either the system development standards, information exchange
technical dimension (interaction systems) or human standards, changing policies, technical standards and etc.
dimension (previous backgrounds and current intention In conclusion, the issues of accepted standards and laws
of partners). The worst situation comes when the trust is by federated organizations show the performance areas
destroyed during the process of security convergence, and suitable security level among these organizations. 
because a lot of damage will be imposed to stakeholders.
However, it seems that the advantages of convergence Providing a Common Policy and Membership Rules in
are so high that companies are able set aside their Convergent Grid: In previous sections, the importance of
conservation. trust as a prerequisite for inter-organizational

organizational trust. Although, standards haven’t any

collaboration and consensus about the standards and
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laws as a framework for improving and compliance of Mobile computing: The policy must highlight the
security activities was stressed. After achieved practices that must be adopted to ensure that
agreements, organizations should come to a common business information is not compromised.
point regarding the security programs that protecting it. Internet access: it is important that the policy
In different studies, it was emphasized that each security explicitly addresses the issue of Internet access,
program should be started by policy [14]. It is accepted particularly with respect to issues such as the
that, after a exact analysis of needed compliances viewing of personal browsing.
regarding to the security convergence, their policies Software development and maintenance: the policy
should also be coordinated with each other and if must present guidelines for ensuring that effective
needed, an special policy for convergence should be security controls and procedures are built into all
designed. The term security policy has come to mean new systems.
different  things  to  different communities [35]. Indeed, Encryption: the organization's requirements for the
the term security policy is interpreted in entirely different encrypting of such information must be clearly
ways that vary from the practical view of a vital, direction addressed in the information security policy.
giving document [40] to the formalistic definition: a Contingency/continuity planning: The information
security policy is a statement of what is and what is not, security policy must specify how contingency plans
allowed [41]. In systemic approach, other specific are to be written, tested, maintained and ultimately
description is provided [42-43]. The existence of various implemented [1].
interpretations is rooted in two facts. Firstly, security
policy is a context dependent notion (e.g. computer A proper security policy should include both
security policy, information security policy, etc.) and incidents consequences and intentional sabotage and
secondly,  even  in  the  same  context  specific  kinds of determined the appropriate responses [44]. Moreover, it
security policies have been developed to meet specific should be caused to avoid of legal commitments
needs (e.g. confidentiality security policies in military problems. Finally, the security management policy should
environments, etc.) [13]. But there are usually some introduce the department and key personnel that are
common aspects in all security policies, as follows: responsible for information security and determine their

Personal usage of information systems: The According to the above elements for security policy,
information security policy should clearly articulate it should be stated that much of them are the effective
the individual employee’s rights and responsibilities factors on the security relationship among organizations
in their use of organizational information systems. and they should be written according to the interaction
Disclosure of information: The security policy must with major stakeholders of the organization. In common
highlight any restrictions with regard to the policy, business goals, legal needs confidential assets
disclosure or use of such information. and perceived threats for federating requirements [14]. For
Physical security of infrastructure and information example, regarding to this issue that information and
resources: It is important that the policy explicitly knowledge is shared by connecting organization to each
articulates how infrastructure and information other, the confine of user’s access of each organization
resources are to be protected physically. should be clearly defined. Also the steps of breach
Violations and breaches of security: The policy treatment and offender scrutiny mechanism should be
document must indicate the steps to be taken to defined during the occurrence of security incidents. Also
recover from a breach or violation and the there should be a consensus about the maintenance and
requirements for recording such security incidents. designing of information systems and applicable
Prevention of viruses and worms: The organization's platforms, in the common policy. In the interchange of
policy with regard to the application of virus confidential information, it is necessary to define methods
checking software, the use of attachments and the and algorithms of encryption. But, may be the most
sharing of information must be made clear. important issues are determining the members, their tasks
User access management: the information security and responsibilities of common information security
policy should provide a clear statement of the management committee that includes the federated
business requirements to be met by access controls. organizations members. Also at the final step of common

tasks attentively [8]. 
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policy making, in order to making organizations personnel training in the security areas. In addition, each
accountable and in order to clearly describing their personnel role and responsibility should be defined
commitments toward each other, membership rules should exactly. In other word, personnel’s training is a key and
be detailed for all members of this grid. Such rules should critical factor for protection of organization assets [50].
include risk assessment and mitigation, connection Such issues are more important in the field of the security
standards, controls and security standards, network management convergence. In fact, the personnel that
control, management processes, data management, interact to each other directly or indirectly, should provide
personnel processes and documentation. Also an useful, coordinated and effective behavior and this is
accepted mechanism for monitoring the rules execution achieved only by enough training, clear role and creating
should be determined [14]. proper organizational culture. It is suggested that trained

Agreement Regarding the Required Organizational federated organizations in order to provide collaboration
Culture and Human Resource: one of the major problems among them [50]. In different studies, the relationship
of achieving secure information in organizations is among information security, information technology
personnel behaviors and actions. For assuring the governance and organizational culture is emphasized [51].
entrance of information security into the organization’s This relationship improvement can be popularized to the
culture, information protection should be considered as federated organizations in order to gain its direct or
routine personnel’s activities. In spite of information collateral benefit. For example, according to the performed
security reliance on human resources [44-45], having well- researches, organizational culture improvement among
educated human resources and providing culture security organizations, will lead to severe increase of trust among
among them is difficult. It should be stated that in spite of them [10]. As a result, before starting any practice about
our intelligence, human error is regarded as the biggest converging information security, suitable culture and
security threat in organizations [46]. Generally, human resources should be gained. 
organizational culture is a common assumption which is
achieved by a group in a period of time [47]. This Agreement Regarding the Needed Infrastructure and
organizational culture is the most powerful effective Information for Sharing: This part emphasized on
factors on personnel behaviors [10] and should be cited identifying and sharing infrastructures, information and
in the frame of personnel’s information security behavior. knowledge needed for organizations for their stakeholders
Changing a culture needs to change values, norms and in the convergent network of business. These are the
attitudes. Favorites of protesting groups should be critical success factors in the virtual enterprise success
considered, too. We should not forget that the art of [52]. Many studies have been performed on the effect of
changing culture in organization is the responsibility of organizational dependency and cooperation in contrast
high level managers and some part of this task will be with decreasing informational risk, all of them showing the
done by reflex in organizational scope, vision and policies positive relationship between them [53-54]. Also, such
in order to change behavior [48-49]. sharing of infrastructure and information will lead to the

Here it should be stated that the security culture of cost reduction and strategic complements which is very
information in organization is more than some statements valuable in competitive industries [55]. Researches show
and if this culture does not cause to a belief about secure that, the participating organization in a similar business
performance among personnel, no culture will form. In are suffering form similar security risks and threats that
fact, personnel should themselves request to follow the supporting and giving awareness to each ether will be
security with enthusiasm [10]. Changing the security profitable [56]. As it is pointed, successful management of
culture in organization is one of the most challenging information security is dependent largely on the
issues in the field of modern organizational management stakeholders participation that because of complexity and
and different models and methods have been suggested specialty of information security issues and lack of
for  improvement of the security culture of organization. knowledge in many organizations, the valuable exist
In  the  field of changing information security culture in security resources are security experts that organizations
the  organization,  it  was  suggested  that   to  consider can exploit of this business partners valuable asset. One
the  approaches  of  knowledge creation [47]. It is taken solution for satisfying this need is implementing of
for granted that culture creation is not sufficient in knowledge management among organizations.
organizations and a comprehensive plan is needed for Unfortunately, academic and industrial sections were not

and hardworking personnel placed in the border of these
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active enough in gaining advantages of knowledge problems because of their slow responses. With
management in security issues. Of course, this matter organizational convergence, different technical solutions
derived from knowledge management difficulties because have been provided based on the use of network
the major parts of information security knowledge are tacit information and knowledge interchange [27]. In
[23]. cooperative security provides by different researchers,

A system of inter-organizational knowledge different approaches have been depicted for coping with
management may support security management in the hacking and malwares [14]. An attack reduction such as
field of strategic planning (such as security policy of traffic closure or limitation access level is effective only
information creation and distribution), tactical decision when applied close to the attack source. One of the
(such as risk analysis and information systems audit) and solutions for this problem is “active network”, which
daily operations (such as network security). However, causing the flexibility and automating of networks and
there are many resource for achieving security knowledge service and letting intermediate nodes perform the codes
such as seminars, internet, standards, training, [27].
organizational culture, exist risk perception and etc. But For converting plaintext into ciphertext,
security knowledge can be studied in three layers namely: cryptographic algorithms are needed. Todays, for making
policy, guidelines and measures: it more severe for attackers, such algorithms are changed

Policy: A policy may be defined as a set of high-level key, the more secure the interchange. Symmetric
instructions intended to provide guidance to those algorithms use a key for encoding and decoding, while
assigned the responsibility of decision making. asymmetric systems use a separated key for each one. If
Guidelines: Guidelines are specific operational steps there is a suitable cooperation among stakeholder
to be followed by members of the organization, so as organizations, encrypting will be performed with higher
to implement a policy. security and more suitable protocols are selected, too [52].
Measures: Measures (or security controls) refer to Other studies tried to provide mechanisms for improving
specific actions taken when guidelines are technical application of security regarding to the inter-
implemented in a specific IS installation [41]. organizational cooperation. For example, an advanced

But this information sharing will not occur simply and which, according to its knowledge based nature; it can be
the organization should come to agreement and applied collaboratively among stakeholders and partners
coordination in the step of standard determination as a [59].
prerequisite for issues such as information integration, The above details show the technical applications
geographical location and format that data exist, and superiority of convergence for information security.
knowledge warehousing, communication technology and After passing the previous steps, the organizations can
etc [57]. In spite of the information and knowledge sharing not only observe their performance improvement through
problems, but is suggested because of its numerous implementing of the agreed plans, but also may see the
advantages. For example, there are many studies reduction of heavy expenses of information security. In
regarding the cost reduction through investment in the fact, after providing all described items for convergence,
security knowledge management. This has decreased we can expect its great results. In the Table 1, some
security breach significantly [58-62]. In this reason, references for information security convergence
security knowledge management is very important for dimensions are presented.
convergent security management. 

Agreement Regarding Technical Implementation: In this it was mentioned above, along with the establishment of
part, some advantages of operational and technical level information security convergent management, it is
achievable through security convergence will be pointed. necessary to pay attention to the above six dimensions.
Security attacks occurring in unknown and new forms and Regarding to the necessity and importance of clarifying
so, their detection is difficult. At the present time, security stake holder organizations interaction about information
systems are based on expert’s power and incidents security management, the following framework is
reporting. Detection systems are usually challenged with presented based on these dimensions (Fig. 1). Trust work

from symmetric to non asymmetric ones. The longer the

architecture is presented for system intrusion detection

The Information Security Convergence Framework: As
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making
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Table 1: The dimensions of Information security Convergence and their references 

Dimensions References

Trust Making [7], [10], [14] [15], [17-20], [22], [33-34], [37], [39], [60-63]

Identifying the laws and standards of common environment [3], [8], [13-14] ,[16] ,[20], [33] [37], [39] ,[57], [64] ,[65-68]

Providing a common policy and membership rules in convergent grid [1], [6], [8], [13-14], [16], [20] ,[27], [33], [35], [37], [40-44], [48] 

Agreement regarding the required organizational culture and human resource [10], [14], [30-31] ,[38], [45-48] ,[50-51], [69-72] 

Agreement regarding the needed infrastructure and information for sharing [7], [10], [12-14], [18-19], [23] ,[29], [31-35], [41] ,[52-55], [57-58]

Agreement regarding technical implementation [14], [27], [52],[59], [73-80]

Fig. 1: Information security convergence framework 

as a significant prerequisite for establishment of other of the security. Finally the major factors of such
dimensions of convergence and a core factor in this convergence are described by providing a frame work.
framework. Regarding to the above details, it can be concluded that

CONCLUSION confederate and use the advantages of convergence by

Business convergence means to integrate the coordinating the standards, organizational culture,
business with customers and partners for creating the security policy and etc are considered as essential issues.
value networks focusing on the core competencies and In fact, this article tries to show the essential inter-
outsourcing of subsidiary components of business. organizational interactions by a conceptual framework
Business convergence means to federate the business that show the strategic and competitive advantages
functions which leading to establish the foundation for resulted from the information security convergence.
performing the value added services for customers and In the case of such convergence framework of
business and finally increase the profit in a competitive information security management, we should pay
and interactive market. attention that all of these elements are dealing in the

By expanding the application of distributed organizational environment and will change along with
environment in organizational communication, some risks their transform, so the continuing environmental change
related to information security are appeared and it seems should be considered. Also, some elements have mutual
that, the traditional coping with security risks are not interaction and effect on each other and getting newer
sufficient. In order to coping with such threats, they situation with change in another one. In fact, the depicted
should make coalition with their stakeholders called the framework is a simple presentation of complex relationship
convergence of security management. in organization in the real world and it is suggested that in

In this article we implicate the advantages of the future studies, the relationship between the elements
information security convergence in the today’s of this model should be defined. The final point is that the
organization in comparison to the traditional management convergence is not equal with similarity. In fact, if all the

it is better for organizations to identify their strategic

making trust among them. In this way, adapting and
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members of a grid use a same method and standard for 12. Foster,   I.,   H.   Kishimoto,   A.   Savva,   D.  Berry,
security practices, the probability of vulnerability will be
increased. In other word, convergence of information
security is to gain the added value derived from
collaboration by business stakeholders in sharing and
complementing each other resources in order to make
newer opportunity for gaining competitive advantage.
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